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It is precisely because of this level division, coupled with the attraction of martial arts acting as an
ascending ladder in it, that the first and second tiers of the entire Wanlong Temple are extremely
stable, and the overall strength is getting stronger and stronger.

What shocked Charlie most was that Chen ‘s confession stated that Abbas’s biggest wish for so many
years was actually to return to China to avenge his parents. For this goal, he has been carefully
preparing for many years.

Originally, the ancestor was not going to let him return to the country for revenge. Over the years,
although Abbas had been persevering, the ancestor did not nod his head.

It was not until last year that the patriarch decided to leave the Middle East and travel around the
world, and no longer have to worry about anything about the Wanlong Temple, and Abbas was finally
able to put his revenge plan on the agenda.

For this revenge, the Wanpo Army threw up the army, and the four kings and hundreds of warlords all
rushed to China.

Now, the Four Great War Kings have reached three people, and only Chen himself is still in the Middle
East.

And this time, Chen was originally going to rush to China immediately after taking Hunter (Hamid)
and other opposition forces to join the Wan Po Army.

Seeing this, Charlie raised his head to look at Chen , and asked in a cold voice, “Who is the Abbas going
back to China this time to seek revenge?”

Chen blurted out: “According to what he said, the enemy who killed his parents was Wade’s family!”

“The wade Family?!” Charlie couldn’t help frowning, and asked, “How could the Wade family kill his
parents?”

Chen said with a blank face: “I don’t know what the specific situation is. The palace lord has never
revealed the details to me. He only said that he wants the wade Family to pay the price of blood, but
what kind of grudge does the Wade Family have with him? , We are not too sure.”

Charlie asked again: “Have you heard Abbas say, who is his enemy from the Wade family and what is
his name?”

Chen shook his head: “I haven’t heard of…”

What Charlie thought at this time was that this Wan Po Army was looking for revenge on the Wade
Family, and it had something to do with someone in the Wade Family.

Is it the old man Lord Wade? Or the uncle Corran or other Wade family members?



In Charlie’s view, Abbas was about the same age as his own. If the Wade family really killed his parents,
it would have happened more than ten or twenty years ago.

At that time, besides grandfather and uncle, the Wade family still had a mainstay, his father bruce.

Therefore, he also wondered in his heart whether this Abbas’s enemy would be his father.

It’s just that Chen definitely doesn’t know this question, and it doesn’t make any sense to ask him.

Immediately afterwards, Charlie thought of the upcoming ancestor worship ceremony of the Wade
Family.

Abbas suddenly sought revenge from the Wade Family at this node. Could it be the right time to
choose the ancestor worship ceremony?

After all, this is the solemn ceremony held by the Wade Family every twelve years. If you don’t share
the enmity with the Wade Family, then you will naturally choose to attack the Wade Family on this day.

So he asked Chen : “Abbas has not asked you, for example, by what day do you have to arrive in
Eastcliff?”

Chen nodded repeatedly and said, “I mentioned that I must arrive in Eastcliff before April 3rd.”

“April 3…” Charlie narrowed his eyes slightly, and said with a cold look in his eyes: “April 5 is the Ching
Ming Festival. According to you, this Wan Po Army definitely wants to be on the day of Ching Ming
Festival. Do something.”

Chen respectfully said: “What is the specific plan of Abbas, it is really not clear from the next.”

Charlie gave a hum, then asked Hunter (Hamid) for a satellite phone and called Stephen Thompson.

As soon as the phone was connected, Stephen Thompson asked, “Hello, who may I ask?”

Charlie said, “Steward , it’s me, Charlie.”

“Master!” Stephen Thompson asked in surprise: “Why did you call from overseas? Oh, yes, I heard that
the master’s Concorde has gone out again. It should be taken to the Middle East?”

“Yes.” Charlie said: “Steward , I am calling you to consult you about something.”

Stephen Thompson hurriedly said, “Master, just ask, I will know how to answer and talk!”

Charlie asked him, “Have you ever heard of a man named Abbas?”

“Abbas?” Stephen Thompson thought for a moment, and said, “Master, I don’t seem to have heard of
it.”

Abbas’s father, Manar, is not well-known in Eastcliff, but he was just a dog next to Zayne. When
Manar’s accident happened, his son Abbas was still a child, so there were not many people. Know his
situation.

Charlie asked him again: “Then I ask you, did the Wade family have any conflicts or contradictions with
a person surnamedWan ten or twenty years ago?”



“The name is manarn?” Stephen Thompson thought for a while, and said, “Yes! There was a person
named Manar beside Zayne. He had some conflicts with your father in order to stand up for Zayne, and
later in the futures.

Competing with your father in the market, but in the end he lost his bankruptcy. Later he committed
suicide by jumping off the building, and his wife also committed suicide by taking poison…”

“Your father was very guilty about this incident. Although Manar took the initiative to provoke him,
and your father defeated him in the futures market with uprightness, but your father still feels that
Manar’s death, he must bear a certain amount. Responsibility……”
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